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A G ia n t O p p o rtu n ity
Former Cal Poly baseball player
plays for San Francisco Giants, 8

It's a B ird , It's a P la n e :
Writer gets a lesson in flying, 5
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Em ployee killed
in car accident
By Jessica Hoffman
SUM M ER M USTANG STAFF W RITER

A Cal Poly employee was killed
Sunday
when his 1992 Ford
Explorer rolled over after he entered
a curve on Old Creek Road.
John Eugene Martin, a Cal Poly
employee for 30 years, was not wear
ing a seat belt and was ejected from
the Explorer. He died on the scene
after becoming trapped under the
vehicle for about 30 minutes.
Martin began his long history
with Cal Poly as a student. He was

A fountain farewell

hired with custodial services and
worked up to his most recent posi
tion ot assistant director of custodial
services.
“Just this year he received his 30
years of service recognition,” Mark
Hunter, interim director of facilities
services said. “He had just filed his
letter of retirement and was going to
retire on O ct. 3.”
Besides managing and coordinat
ing daily custodial services for cam
pus, Martin was instrumental in the

By Abbey Kingdon
An 18-year-old Cal Poly student
will he the third person to file suit
against the distributors of the E.
co li-in fected sprouts that she
ingested last summer.
Tammy Lee underwent surgery
last August to remove an E. coliinfected section ot her intestine.
She was first diagnosed with E. coli
at Sierra Vista Medical C enter after
eating contaminated alfalfa sprouts
provided by Campus Dining last
summer, said Sig Haddad, Lee’s

Morey
Myrick
works on
the foun
tain in the
University
Union.The
fountain,
which was
shut down
in the late
1970s
because of
leaking
pipes, will
be
removed
and
replaced
with addi
tional seat
ing.
See next
week's
Summer
Mustang
for a com
plete story.
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Poly student names
Foundation in suit
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attorney.
Lee was unavailable for comment
Wednesday.
Lee, along with Cal Poly sopho
more Ashley Adams, is suing Fuji
Natural Foods, All About Produce
and the Cal Poly Foundation for an
undisclosed monetary value. Lacey
W elhorn,
a C alifornia
Sta te
University at Fullerton student, has
filed suit against both Fuji Natural
Foods and All About Produce hut
has not named the Foundation in
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Ephedra events have repercussions locally UC students sue Regents
over fee increase

By Cathy Ayers
SUMMER MUSTANG STAFF WWTER

Consumers who once stnight supplentents containing the herb ephedra for
weight loss or energy are finding it
more difficult to obtain such prcxlucts
in recent months.
After the death of the Baltimore
Carióles pitcher Steve Bechler earlier
this year, the already controversial herb
has come under more scrutiny.
General Nutrition Centers pulled
all supplements containing the herb oft
their .shelves at the end of June. Other
vlrugstore chains, such as Walgreen’s,
the Eckerd Corporation and C V S
(^irporation sixin followed their lead.
The sole reasoning behind pulling
these .supplements was a decrease in
consumer demand, GNC^ sptikesperson
Stephanie Mangini said. Part of the
decrea.se in consumer demand for
ephedra-hased products was the avail
ability of alternative pnxlucts that are
ephedra free.
In a press release dated April 8, the
ephedra industry reaffirmed that the
supplements are safe and have signifi
cant health benefits for consumers.
In the same .statement, the industry
argued that the adverse event reports

By Micah Paulson
SUMMER MUSTANG STAFF W RITER
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Some athletes rely on Ephedra and other supplem ents.
were not useful in as.sessing safety, and
they do not establish that ephedra has
caused serious adverse effects.
MG Sports Supplements in San Luis

Obispo is one of the few stores that
continue to carry ephedra-hased sup-

see EPHEDRA, p3ge 7

Eight University of California
.students are seeking a preliminary
injunction after accusing the I3oard
of Regents of ignoring statements in
university documents and imple
menting illegal fee increases.
With the California economy in
shambles, many college students are
frustrated that budget cuts could not
have been resolved without putting
such a substantial burden on stu
dents already reeling from high stu
dent fees.
“Raising fees was a last resort. It
was one of the many things done to
deal with the budget cuts,” said UC
council Christopher Patti. “We had
to cut programs and lay off employ
ees. If we didn’t raise fees the quali
ty of education would have been
eroded.”
The California constitution gives
the 26 member Board of Regents, of
which the governor is president,
absolute authority when it comes to

raising student fees. TTie only way
the fees would he reduced is if the
student’s lawsuit prevails.
The regents’ have authorized a 25
percent fee increase, with an extra 5
percent if necessary. The average
in-state undergraduate fees are now
alxiut $4,800; with additional cam
pus fees, the average rises to $5,274,
according to the Associated Press.
This state average is in sharp con
trast with Cal Poly annual fees,
which are between $2,890.50 and
$3,513, depending on fees deter
mined by the individual colleges.
“T he e S U fee increa.ses are
uneven because ot the different fund
raising amounts gained from private
donors,” said Paul Zingg, Cal Poly
vice president of academic affairs.
“Cal Poly has been at it longer than
most, and President Baker makes it a
priority
to
pursue
non-state
resources.”
The state is the biggest fund-rais
er for Cal Poly, providing about 80

see LAWSUIT, page 7
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The inside scoop on health happenings at Poly

a

5-Day Forecast
High: 79°/Low: 57°

SATURDAY
High: 80° / Low: 56°.^f^

SUNDAY

he summer months hrini>
hours of Jayliyht and out
door activities, hut they also
bring high temperatures that
threaten to spoil students’ fun.
Even the walk from the Cal Poly
parking lots to class is enough to
make
y o u
break a
sweat.
It’s no wonder the guy next to
you at the gym is huffin’ and puf
fin’ as he runs, his T-shirt soaked
with sweat and his legs barely
moving. He might just he out of
shape, but he’s more likely suffer
ing from heat illness.
Students who exercise in hot
weather face a handful of heatrelated risks that, for the most
part, can he avoided. According
to American Fitness Magazine,
there are four major heat-related
dangers lurking when you step
onto the treadmill or the trails
this summer: dehydration, heat
cramps, heat exhaustion and heat
stroke.
W hen the body gets too hot, it
can’t carry heat from exercising
muscles to the body’s surface fast
enough. If the air is humid or the
heat that evaporates doesn’t cool
the body, internal organs start to

T

FRIDAY

■

High:80°/Low:57° TA

Í

MONDAY
High:81°/Low:57°

TUESDAY
High:80°/Low:58°

Today's Sun
R ife: 6:16 a.my Sets: 8 p.m.

Today's MoonS
Rises: 1:27 a.m./ Sets: 9:27 a. rrv

Today's Tides
Low: 1:21 a.m. / -.03 feet
High: 8:09 a.m. / 3.4 feet
Low: 11:53 p.m. / 2.7 feet
High: 6:35 p .m ./6 .1 5 fe ^

News Column

overheat too. This is heat exhaus
tion; a condition characterized by
weakness, dizziness, nausea, pro
fuse sweating, headaches and
eventually, collapse.
In the most extreme cases, the
trapped heat starts to “cook” the
brain and internal organs and the
condition progresses to heat
stroke, a potentially life-threaten
ing situation. Heat cramps result
when fluids aren’t replaced quick
ly durihg exercise in hot environ
ments and the muscles start to
spasm.
Many heat illness victims can’t
tell when they’re dehydrated or
overheating and continue exer
cising until they’re sick.
William O. Roberts, a sports
medicine
specialist
at
MinnHealth in W hite Bear Lake,
Minn., said heat is not something
you can always measure instinc
tively.
“People often don’t realize how
hot and humid it is until they are
already in trouble,” he said in a
Web MD article.
Experts like Dr. Roberts recom
mend drinking plenty of water,
eating well and picking a safe
time to exercise in order to avoid
heat illnesses.
“I try to exercise early in the

morning,
computer
science
junior Matt Brown said. “The
heat can make you kind of lazy
and tired.”
Roberts also suggests wearing
light, absorbent clothing, exercis
ing moderately and choosing
indoor workout facilities when
temperatures skyrocket above 90
degrees. Drinking sport drinks
like Gatorade, which have elec
trolytes and carbohydrates, can
also help athletes resist dehydra
tion, the depletion of bodily flu
ids, according to a study in
Medicine <Si Science in Sports ¿k
Exercise.
Even exercising in the campus
gym won’t necessarily ensure a
safe summer workout. Students
have to take responsibility for
their own heat protection. There
is no air conditioning in the Rec
Center. Instead, it uses ceiling
fans for ventilation and provides
ice water on exceptionally hot
days, said Nicole Hagar, kinesiol
ogy graduate student and graduate
assistant of fitness at the center.
T he staff also makes announce
ments and posts signs to encour
age safety. Still, temperatures rise
quickly inside the building when
things heat up outside.
“Sometimes it’s like, whoa, why

am 1 sweating?” social sciences
senior and exercise room atten
dant Kelleen Massie said. “I’m
just working, I’m not even work
ing out.”
Massie said the staff are trained
in CPR and First Aid to handle
heat exhaustion problems, but she
has never had to apply her skills.
“We go over the signs and
symptoms of heat illnesses,”
Safety Coordinator Greg Avakian
said. “If people start showing
those symptoms, we try to inter
vene with a basic interview and
encourage them to stop their
activity.”
If the heat does get to you
while working out or playing this
summer, stop exercising and do
everything possible to cool down
quickly, including applying cool,
wet cloths, sipping water and
finding shade.
“The idea is to lower the tem
perature as quickly as possible to
stop the coi>king process," Dr.
Roberts said. “It’s temperature vs.
time.”
Whitney Kellogg is a Journalism
senior and a Sum m er M ustang
staff writer.
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NationalBriefs
Episcopalians approve openly
gay bishop, moving church
closer to a possible split
MINNEAPOLIS — Episcopal
conservatives protested the election of
the denomination’s first openly gay
bishop by walking off the flixir of their
national legislative meeting Aug. 6 as
they called on Anglican leaders
wt)rldwide to intervene in what they
called a “p<istoral emergency.”
Some delegates turned in their
convention credentials and left for
home. Others refused to attend voting
sessions. Another group dropped to
their knees and prayed as one of their
leaders denounced the confirmation
of the Rev. V. Clene Robinson.
Rohin.son was confirmed Tue.sday
after he was cleared of last-minute
misccmduct allegations that threat
ened to delay the vote.
The
number
of
protesters
Wednesday was unclear. Donald
Armstrong, who turned in his creden
tials, said abcHit 100 people out of
more than 800 clergy and laity in the
House of l\*puties planned to do the
same, bur far le.ss than that number
could be seen leaving the .session.
Software engineer strikes plea
agreement on terrorism
charges
IXmTLAND, Ore. — A !X)ftware
engineer pleaded guilty Wednesday to
a charge of aiding the Taliban, agree
ing to testify against other .susfxicts in
exchange for the dropping of other
terrorism charges.

Maher “Mike” Hawash, one of the
so-called “Portland Seven,” will serve
at least seven years in federal prison
under the deal, which was apprtwed
by U.S. Attorney General John
Ashcroft.
Hawash pleaded guilty to conspir
ing to provide services to the Taliban.
Prosecutors agreed to drop charges of
conspiring to levy war against the
United States and conspiring to pro
vide material suppx)it for terrorism.
In March, federal agents seized
Hawash, 38, from a parking Icit out
side Intel Corp., where he worked,
and simultaneously searched his
home. He was held as a material wit
ness until charges were filed five
weeks later. In what supporters called
an abuse of civil rights, federal officials
did not publicly confirm he was being
held during tht>se five weeks.

said.
Della Green of the International
Fund for Animal Welfare also criti
cized the decision, saying, “There is
absolutely no scientific basis for these
whales to be killed.”
While there is an international
moratorium on commercial whaling,
countries do not need permission to
conduct scientific whaling, intended
to learn about the health and abun
dance of the marine mammals.
However, they usually present their
plans to the commission, and w'hen
Iceland did so this summer commis
sion members voted disapproval.
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found this year, and in this case, we
are dealing with one that contains a
huge number of bcxlies,” said Murat
Hurtic, the head of a regittnal branch
of the Muslim Commission for
Missing Persons.
“We can’t say how many bcxlies the
grave contains but we can speak of
several hundred,” he said.
As the team lifted bc^nes out one by
one, dozens cT people whcise relatives
are missing and presumed dead
watched in hope of recognizing cloth
ing, dcKuments or other personal
belongings of their loved ones. None
were found on Aug. 6.

Marine team deploys in
Liberia's capital, marking first
U.S. troops on ground
MONROVlA, Liberia — U.S. mil
itary helicopters shuttled a sevenmember Marine team into Liberia on
Wednesday,
putting
the
first
American trcxips on the ground in
what Washington stresses will be only
limited support for a West African
peace force.
A few dozen excited children on
Monrovia’s Atlantic beaches pointed
and waved as the olive-green U.S.
Intemat ionalBr iefs
Israel frees hundreds of prison military helicopters swept in from
U.S. warships far off shore and settled
ers in gesture dismissed by
onto
a tarmac pad out of sight behind
Palestinians as inadequate
Experts begin removing bod
TARQUMIYA CHECKPOINT, the U.S. Embassy’s high white walls.
ies in largest mass grave yet
“We feel happy because we’re tired
West Bank — Israel treed 334
found in Bosnia
MEMICI, Bosnia-Herzegovina — Pale.stinian prisoners in a bid to jump- of what is happening. We expect
Iceland to begin scientific
Foreasic experts gently placed skulls, start hairing peace efforts — bur the them to bring peace for us,” said
whaling; U.S., others disap
Kmes and clothing into plastic bags gesture fell flat among Palestinians, Andrew Sarte, a 32-year old refugee,
pointed
Wednesday, the first gathering of who had hoped for a ma.ss release and and tine of the few adults aiming the
WASHINGTON — Iceland .said remains from what may be Bosnia’s .said authorities chose mostly prisoners clustered children.
whose terms were aKxit to expire any
in
a
surpri.se
announcement largest mass grave.
Within minutes, the Marines rtilled
Wednesday that it plans to begin
Victim’s relatives watched the way.
out in four-wheel drives and sped
hunting whales for .scientific purposes, excavation from behind strips of yel
Still, emotional scenes were played away to meet with leaders of the 3drawing criticism from conservation low tape at the site, an area the size of out at the five handover points day-old West African mission at its
groups and other governments.
a tennis court on Cmi Vrh hill, near throughout the West Bank and Gaza,
temporary’ ba.se at Liberia’s main air“We opp<.)st‘ it. We’re disappoint the Kirder with Serbia. Once bagged, as freed men kis.sed the ground and
jxirt. There, the Marines, in green
ed,” -Siiid Rolland Schmitten, U.S. del the remains will be taken for DNA waiting relatives chanted “God is
camouflage uniforms and anned with
Great” and pounded on drums before
egate U) the International Whaling analysis.
automatic rifles, entered a Liberian
('ommission. “It’s not relevant .sci
The site, opened last week, is whisking the tonner inmates to festive
military in.stallation for talks with
ence, it’s not neces.sar>'.”
believed to contain Muslims killed by hometown welcomes.
force commander Nigerian Brig. Gen.
In London, Britain’s fisheries min Bosnian Serb forces during the coun“I’ve been waiting for this moment
ister, Ben Bradshaw, said the govern trv'’s 1992-1995 war. Forensic experts for a year,” said Hathem Kati.sheh, Festus Okonkwo.
ment regarded Iceland’s move as digging as deep as 12 feet in stime .sec leaning from a bus window to pick up
unneces.si»ry. “Iceland’s claim that data tions found several layers of remains, and hug his daughter Alla Kafisheh, a Briefs compiled from The Associated
are needed on the amount of fish that most of them dismembered.
leader of the militant Islamic Hamas Press wire service Summer Mustang
whales eat is wholly unjustified,” he
“This is the 14th mass grave we’ve group in the West Bank city of editor in chief Andra Coberly.
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Room for Rent
Room for r<>nt in a now 7 yr-old
house ill iinmarulate condition,
located in a quiet neigfiborhoori
in SLO. • washer/dryer
• dishwasher
• private backyard
no smoking, no drugs, no parties
water, trash, gardener included
$5S0/mo. (pref male)

C all 543-3521
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Summer camp with a splash of maturity
By Stephanie ikel
SUMMER MUSTANG STAFF W RITER

Summer camp may not have been
enjoyable for many youngsters. In
fact, some may even cringe when
kx)king back on it. Mosquito bites,
sleeping on cots, nature trails that
never seem to end and who can forget
the camp crush, or maybe you
blocked out that awkward relation
ship. However, if your experience was
anything like staying at the new cab
ins in Avila Beach, you might have
been a happy camper.
Ocean Canyon Resort in Avila
Beach just opened up a dozen new
cabins to the public. Each comes fur
nished with enough beds for four peo
ple and a television with a VCR.
They are a great spot for friends look
ing for a nearby retreat or a romantic
spot for couples to spice up their rela
tionship because after all, the Avila
Valley Hot Springs Spa is right next
dtx)r. They are alstT kid friendly with
play toys in every cabin.
The first thing many people notice
when walking into the cabin is the
smell — well, once he or she gets past

the sulfur stench of the hot springs.
The cabins have the greatest wcxid
smell, which is only comparable to
the new car scent. Another great fea
ture is guests get free passes to use the
hot springs, pool and water slides. I
bet that was not an option at most

“It is so hard to
find a hotel room
on the coast and
on the weekends,
and
(Ocean
Canyon Resort)
gives more oppor
tunity for people
to stay and also
use
the
hot
springs,” director
of marketing at
Ocean Canyon
Resort
Zazz
Daniel said.
Renting
a
cabin for one
night is $95, but a
$50 discount is
available by tak
ing an hour tour
BRIAN KENT/SUMMER MUSTANG
of the Ocean
Canyon property. Looking to break away from the norm? Ocean Canyon Resort in Aviia Beach has cab
That means $45 ins reminiscent of summer days spent at camp. Guests who stay at the cabins recieve
for a night in “the free passes to the hot springs, pooi and water siides.
best kept secret in
sulfur and the sounds of cars from the sider the new cabins in Avila Beach. I
Avila,” Daniel said.
101, it has potential to be a charming cannot promise it is anything like
These cabins give people a getaway vacation.
Lake Tahoe or Big Bear, but it sure is
without breaking the bank and once
So, if you are looking to re-live nice to have a small slice of it right
you get past the delightful smell of your summer camp experience, con here on the Central Coast

if

Another ^ ea t feature is
guests get free passes to use
the hot springs, pool and
water slides. I bet that was
not an option at everyone s
summer camp.
summer camps. Plus, the beach is
only about two miles away.
A drawback is the location is a lit
tle close to the freeway. So much for
being one with nature. TTen again,
some people would be unable to sleep
if they could not hear the cars and
semis racing past their window.
During the summer season, hotel
rooms can he hard to come by. That
is, if you don’t know where to look.

Tales from the refrigerator
By Jessica Hoffman

Katrina Telfer, a journalism senior, has an ice
box with a much different tale to tell. Perfectly
arranged condiments in the refrigerator ckx>r
It’s a dark, damp, ax)l place, one that can be a
make way to sparkling shelves and vegetable
small refuge, full of little morsels of gtxxlness. Or,
drawers full of fresh prtxluce. Soy milk chills next
it can be a frightening place. One where new
to assorted flavors of Yoplait Light ytTgurt. The
species of deadly fungi spawn and pungent ixJors
faint hint of lemon scented soap waffs arixind a
oveipower even the most determined of visitors.
refrigerator that probably has not seen mold since
It is the college refrigerator, and it is as differ
Telfer and her rcxxnmates moved into the house.
ent to every hixise and apartment as are the
Telfer lives in a hcxise with three other girls, all
(.x'cupants. From the fraternity hixise to the
of whom share a mutual respect for a clean eating
home filled with girls, and all the shades of clean
area. “We are all resptinsible for cleaning up our
liness in between, the student refrigeratix is a vir
own messes,” Telfer said. “It just makes it so much
tual mascot to those living the life of the aitnual
easier to live together when yixj don’t have to
lease.
“Last summer, when we finally cleaned the worry about fighting over who cleans what. We
kitchen, we were doing the dfshes and a mtxise all c(x>k a lot and it’s nice to know I don’t have
ran (XJt of the sink and down by the dishwasher,” to worry aKxit the kitchen or fridge being dirty
said Eric Packard, an Oregon State student and when 1 want to make stimethirtg for dinner."
The third type of refrigenmx is an Ixxnage to
Lamda Chi Alpha member living in the hixise of
the Cal Pi>ly chapter for the summer. “I’m sure at the Kind between students and their beer.
some point this summer we’ll get grossed txit Somewhere, someone, unckxiKedly in college,
decided a keg relaxing in an ice-cold bucket was
entxigh and clean the kitchen, we’ll see.”
The half dozen fraternity members living in simply not convenient etuxij^. A little irmovathe htxise for the summer have become innova tkxt, an old refrigerator, a tank of Co2, a whole
tive in their ways of avoiding the kitchen. Citing lotta Bud Light and voila! The kegerator was
overpowering odors, stolen food and general bom.
BRIAN KENT/SUMMER MUSTANG kitchen funk, Packard said he does almost all of
“The kegerator is a kx more convenient, the
his ax4cing txr the backyard barbeque while only negative thing is all the electricity the extra
The kegerator which is comprised of an old
many of his hixisemates have purchased smaller, fridge uses,” city and regional planning senior
refrigerator, a tank of Co2 and beer, is literally
perstTnal refrigerators for their rooms.
Billy Heppler said. “But, in a hcxise with six guys.
a party waiting to happen.
SUMMER MUSTANG STAFF W RITER

even if we just invite a few people over each, it’s
much less expensive than buying packs of beer.
Basically, buying a keg of natty ice ;ind throwing
a party is so much cheaper than going to the
bars.”
Rcximmate, construction management senior
Adam Thomas agrees.
“Really, it’s all aKxit the economics,” Thomas
said.
While most refrigerator owners may think of
their iceKix as simply a great place to hold fcxxl,
a tcxir of Sim Luis Obispo refrigerators has shown
a much deeper Kind. Whether holding acciden
tal biology experiments, cx displaying Martha
Stewart imal-retentiveness, the fridge is a winckiw into the college student’s mind.

BRIAN KENT/SUMMER MUSTANG

There is nothing better than a well
stocked refrigerator.

India.Arie is sure to make the crowd roar
By Caroline Lindahl
SUMMER MUSTANG STAFF W RITER

If you were named after the king of
the jungle, you might feel pressure to
succeed in the world. And few have
been as successful as India. Arie whose
long list of awards includes seven
Grammy nominations. The aptly
named entertainer is performing
Aug. 16, at the Christopher Cohan
O n ter.
When .she sings, “I’m not the aver
age girl from your video,” she means
it. Arie’s infectious music is anything
but average ranging from rcxitsy blues
to hip hop. Her debut album
“AcoiKstic Soul” sold more than 2.5
million copies with hits “Video” and
“Ready for Love.”
Arie’s sophomore album, “Voyage
to InJiit,” boasts a moi*e‘rriat\ire
‘

which describes Fair, according to www.mtv.com.
her emotional and
In 1999, Arie was scouted by
spiritual journey, Motown Records and Acoustic Soul
according
to was released in March of 2001 mak
www.indiarie.com. ing an impressive No. 10 debut on
That
journey the Billboard chart. Soon after, she
began O ct.
3, was recniited by John Mellencamp
1975, in Denver for her unique blend of folk and pop
when Arie, which means “lion,” was leading to their collaboration on
Kim to former singer Joyce Simpson, “Peaceful World.” The song led to
who once opened for Stevie Wonder another duet with Ca.ssandra Wilson
and AI Green, and professional bas for “just Another Parade” and an
ketball player Ralph Simpstin. Arie invitation from Sade to open her
sang in a choir and played the saxo 2001 tour.
phone, clarinet and trumpet among
That year, Arie was named Best
others, hut it wasn’t until .she picked New Artist by Vibe, M TV2 and
up a guitar while studying at the Billboard’s Video Awards in addition
Savannah College of Art and Design to nominations from the NAACP
that Arie created her own music. Q i- Image Awards and S<tu1 Train’s Lady
founder of Atlanta artist collective of Soul Awards. She alst) received a
Gnxivement/Earthseed, Arie’s com- n(xJ from Entertainment Weekly on
♦pilfition learned ’ben a sptx on Lillith ' fhesr Top 100 ’“It”* Entertainers,
^ For tickets to
see India.Arie
in concert Aug.
16, call 7562787.

according to www.hollywixxl.com.
In the first single from Voyage to
T he following year, as 2002 India, “Little Things,” Arie sings
Grammy
nominations
were aKiut her continuing self-discovery
announced, Arie was acknowledged and thanks her fans who have .seen
in seven categories, including Best her through her not only emotional,
New Artist and Record, Song and but also musical journey. Arie’s fans
Album of the Year, the most of any will certainly be thanking her next
solo artist. Simultaneously, Essence month as they listen to songs from
honored her with an award for “writ her latest album, “Can I Walk With
ing the anthem for black womanhtxxl You,” “The Truth” and “Beautiful
(“Video”), for celebrating our Surprise.”
strength, courage and wis«.lom, and
“I actually have never heard of
(A rie),” liberal studies senior Jenn
illuminating our beauty-naturally.”
Her influences remain the singer- Orr said. “1 think 1 once heard her
songwriters who encouraged her aspi described as ‘up and coming.”
Those who aren’t familiar with
rations: Bonnie Raitt, James Taylor,
Arie’s music will have the chance to
Vince Gill and l\mny Hathaway.
“1 .saw her live in concert and she listen to her sum up her never-ending
was just amazing” Francesca Rivera “voyage” in “Growth:” “The only
University of California Santa thing consmnt in the world is
Batbara stKiology seniot said. “She’s change/That’s why today 1 take life as
- It comes. *1
so talented and deep.’* ♦ T-
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Stud en t gets a d ifferent kind o f high
By Micah Paulson

do. It’s not rocket science.”
About 25 to 30 percent of the
clien tal are C al Poly students,
Many Cal Poly students have
Verdin said. Flight instructors at
once, or possibly twice, wrestled
Victory Aviators said college stu
th eir way free of com fortable
dents are extremely receptive to
couches, climbed through sweat,
flying instructions, and learn with
tears and shortness of breath up one
ease. Wanda Strassburg, an employ
of the hills surrounding San Luis
ee at the San Luis Obispo Airport
Obispo to fully take in the place
since the 1960s, said Victory
they live; 1 have found a better
Aviators uses the tim e-tested
view.
Jeppesen flight instruction tech 
For those who love the freedom
nique, a system developed by an
o f flying, the San Luis Obispo
airmail pilot, which teaches instru
Airport is host to
ment use.
.............
.....
a hands-on flight ^ ..... ..........
T he flights are
training school, “Qur ultimate g O d l is tO
offered in single
Victory Aviators,
,
,
,
engine, two-per
offering an intro- ^eOCh OUT StUOentS hoW tO
son,
Cessna
ductory flight for be Completely self^suffi152s. Expect a
tight fit, but it is
the
well worth it for
expert assistance problem that could arise.
the thrill of nav
of
co-ow ner Yhe octual flying o f the
igating down the
magnificent
found out for airplane is one o f the easiCalifornia coast
myself what it is eSt things tO do. It's TlOt
line.
A fter
the
rocket science.”
1,800 feet above
introductory
freeway traffic —
Adam Verdin flight, it costs
BRIAN KENT/SUMMER MUSTANG
making my way
Co-owner of Victory Aviators $60 per lesson. Some of the best views in San Luis Obispo County can be seen by piane. Local flight training school
from the airport
Each lesson lasts Victory Aviators teaches students with a hands-on approach. About 25 to 30 percent of their clientell
past my work
about 2 to 3 attend Cal Poly.
place in Pismo Beach, in mere sec
hours. A large part of the lesson
onds.
consists of training for what to do if A dm inistration requires a m ini time but money as well. To get cer arship is available. Applications are
“Our ultimate goal is to teach
tified at Victory Aviations costs being accepted for the San Luis
something goes wrong, or if condi mum of 40 hours flight time.
our students how to be completely
“Learning
to
be
a
pilot
takes
time
between
$ 4 ,5 0 0
and $ 5 ,0 0 0 , A vionics Inc. and Honeywell
tions are less than ideal. Students
self-sufficient, to deal with any
Internation al scholarship until
aiming for a pilots license should and dedication,” Strassburg said. Verdin said.
problem that could arise,” Verdin
“T
he
students
who
do
the
best
are
Yet,
for
individuals
between
the
O ct. 1, offering $2,000 toward a
expect to spend a lot of time in the
said. “T he actual flying of the air
those
that
harbor
a
love
for
flying.”
ages
of
15
and
21
with
an
itch
to
fly
private pilot’s license.
air.
The
Federal
Aviation
plane is one of the easiest things to
Learning to fly not only requires but do not have the money, a schol
SUMMER MUSTANG STAFF W RITER
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Apartment Homes

Call About Our Move-In Specials
1 & 2 bedroom Apartment Homes
Som ething Has Been Missing in SLO:
Tanning
Pool & Jacuzzi
Clubhouse with M e d ia C en ter
Pro-Grade Fitness C en ter
Billiards Room
W ash er/D ryer Connections
All M ajor Appliances Including Dishwashers and M icrow aves
Business C enter (C om puter with H igh-Speed Internet, Printer,
C opier and Fax)

[^i*t

Now we have it all and No extra charge!
8 0 5 -5 4 3 -7 9 0 0 • www.detolosaranchapts.com
Located on the corner of Madonna Rd. & Los Osos Valley Rd.
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What's he smoking? Bush has'pipe dreams'
rom the Axis of Evil to
Operation Iraqi Freedom, the
Bush Administration has been
taking down potential threats to
American civilians around the world.
However, since Fehniary, the adminis
tration has been turning its attention
inward, on a threat that has engulfed
the entire nation for years and is
always hiding behind a shroud of
smoke.
ongs, pipes and bubblers are the
latest threats to American secu
rity.
just three weeks before troops
headed into the Iraqi dessert and
bombs signaled the start
a coming
war, the federal government unveiled
its newest strike on the war on drugs:
Operation
Headhunter
and
Operation Pipe Dreams. The two
identical tactics incorporate the
largest anti-smoking paraphernalia
offensive in this nations history.
Since the raids against retailers,
distributors and manufacturers started
in late February', 56 people have been
indicted, including stoner icon
Tommy Chong. Even the big name,
high quality manufacturers of Jerome
Raker Designs have been taken down

F

B

“At a time when the nation and government faces a struggling economy, an enor^
mous budget deficit and the highest unemployment rate in eight years, one can only
wonder if the manpower and expenses to eliminate the evil threat of bubblers and
pipes is absolutely necessary and is the right use of fu n d s.”
with owners Jason Harris and Saeed chandise is out the window as head
Mohtadi pleading guilty to federal shops scale down displays and put
drug paraphernalia laws. Harris and merchandise into storage.
Mohtadi are two of 50 distributors
“You’ve really got to know what
who have been brought down since you are doing in this business as far as
the operations began. The creators of how’ to operate,” said a Itxzal Central
the crème’ de la crème in smoking Coast head shop owner. “There have
acce.ssories Jerome Baker Designs will been a lot of people in the industry
be sentenced later this summer and that were getting greedy and the fed
the offense can carry a maximum sen eral government came down hard on
tence of three years in prison and a them.”
$200,000 fine.
The major crackdown has come on
The major question is what hap suppliers that work off of the Internet,
pened to the legal gray area that all which in turn make it easier for under
head shops have been t>perating under age users to get hold of the merchan
for years? By positioning themselves dise. Anyone under 18 years of age
and their products for “tobacco use,” cannot buy the products because they
the shcips have been able to operate are proclaimed for tobacco use. D)cal
openly and legally in cities across the busines.ses and California shops have
country. Now it seems that the whole remained relatively unharmed, as
“Don’t ask don’t tell relationship” Operation Headhunter has mostly
with buying the smoking related mer gone after distributors who are putting

New alternative high school gives
gay students more opportunities
ew York C?ity is making
way tor a new high
school. Not just any
high sch(X»l but one specifically
built tor and geared toward gay,
lesbian, bisexual and tran.sgender youth.
T he Harvey Milk High
School, named after San
Francisco’s first openly gay city
supervisor whii was a.ssassinated
in 1978 along with then mayor
George Moscone, is slotted to
open its dcxirs this coming fall
to more than 100 students. The
city has doled out $3.2 million
to expand an already existing
alternative public school into a
full-fledged high school that
will specialize in computer
technology, arts and culinary
art.
The
Hetrick-M artin
Institute, a gay rights youth
advocacy group, has managed
and financed the program since
its inception in 1984 and is
responsible for shaping the
schixil. On its Web site, the
institute describes the schcxil as
“the nations first accredited
public high schtxil designed to
meet the needs of gay, lesbian,
transgender and questit>ning
youth (LG R TQ ).” Those at the
institute plan to provide a “safe
and supportive environment”
for students and have hired
William Salzman, a former Wall

N

Street executive, as the new
schcxd’s principal.
However, the soon-to-be
high sch(Xil is receiving flak
from critics who say the schixd
supports a segregated learning
envin)nment and the need to
teach gay students differently.
W hile 1 agree that the idea itself
may magnify the isolation a gay
teenager feels, the need for such
an institution is sadly apparent.
Although enormous strides
have been made, homosexuality
is still a stigma and continues to
elicit negative resp^mses. As an
impressionable .and insecure
teenager, such negativity must
interfere with the learning
process at a “normal” high
school. Gay students are forced
to feel ashamed of their lifestyle
and even conceal it from their
peers, a ptitentially harmful and
destructive behavior as it often
leads to depression. The Harvey
Milk High Schtxil can create an
environment in which students
are not embarra.ssed of their
sexuality but, in fact, celebrate
it.
Surrounding teens with likeminded peers and a supportive
faculty will inevitably facilitate
an environment in which stu
dents feel comfortable, there
fore more-willing to express
themselves.
The
learning
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process will undoubtedly be
expedited when students feel
comfortable and unaware or not
ashamed of their differences.
1 attended high school in San
Francisco, a relatively accepting
city, but homosexual students
were still teased and harassed.
In other parts of the country,
teens have been badly beaten
and even killed as a result of
their sexual orientation. The
fact remains that people are still
adamantly c^pposed tt) homo
sexuality, so much they resort to
violence.
New York City Mayor
Michael BUx^mberg voiced his
support at a recent briefing,
summing up the case for such a
high school.
“I think everytxxly feels that
it’s a good idea because stime of
the kids who are gays and les
bians have been constantly
harassed and beaten in other
schixils,” he said. “It lets them
get an education without hav
ing to worry. It solves a disci
pline problem. And from a ped
agogical point of view, this
administration-and
previous
administrations-have thcnight it
was a g(X)d idea and we’ll con
tinue with that.”
Genevieve Fussell is a journal
ism
senior and
Sum m er
M ustang staff writer.
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their prtxlucts into dry' states, where
water pipes are not even legal.
At a time when the nation and
government faces a struggling econo
my, an enormous budget deficit and
the highest unemployment rate in
eight years, one can only wonder if
the manpower and expenses to elimi
nate the evil threat of bubblers and
pipes is absttlutely necessary and is the
right use of funds. If marijuana is such
a powerful drug, where is the
increased federal support against the
largest growing killer in cities across
the nation: heroin.
It doesn’t take a DEA agent or
Attorney general John Ashcroft to
realize that Operation Headhunter
and Operation Pipe Dreams will not
deter the sales of smoking parapherna
lia or the use of marijuana itself.
People will continue to buy the pieces

that Icxik more like work of art then
smoking devices.
If the fight against marijuana use is
so severe then take the money that
the operations cost and put that same
amount into early marijuana preven
tion programs in schools. The Bush
Administration could have taken the
hourly wages of the troopers and
agents who .so bravely risked the lives
raiding the head shops and who took
down marijuana’s most wanted
Tommy Chong and instead given it to
teaching children the detrimental
effects of marijuana use at an earlyage.
However, 1 suppose we should not
be surprised by the recent moves i>f a
leader and administration that has
choked on a pretzel and passed out
and covered the statue representing
the spirit of ju.stice in the Great Hall
of Justice.
The goal of the federal govern
ment’s two new operations are exactly
what the title suggests: “Pipe dreams.”
Luke Darling is a journalism senior
and Summer Mustang staff writer.

The great race for governor

For duty or indulgence
ttention California voters: We would
like to inform you that Mr.
Schwarzenegger may be the next
g(wemt>r of your fine state. The Terminator is
capable of restoring entire civilizations, and
he is now taking on the task of fixing
(California and its budget crisis. Along with
Schwarzenegger, the candidate p(X)l is filled
with quasi-qualified yet highly enthusiastic
contenders who have been stilicired, er,
selected from your own backyard.
Yes, folks, this is what our gubernatorial
election has come down to. With $3,500 and
65 voter signatures, any Californian repre
senting any pt)litical party can buy a place on
the recall ballot. TTte lax restrictions placed
on the election have created a political
sideshow that would have the Ringling
Brothers clamoring for a front row seat.
Among those attempting to collect signa
tures by the Aug. 9 deadline are 26-year-old
Democrat George Russell, whose primary
campaign strategy is selling “Georgy for
Governor” thongs, retired Oakland police
officer Michael Wiizniak, whose platform is
the legalization of pet ferrets, and Bay Area
resident Jerry Morrissette, a freeway rest stop
caretaker.
(College students wishing to throw their
hats, thongs, ferrets, etc., into the ring also
have a glimmer of hope: 18-year-old William
Pratt of San Bruno is determined to get
10,(XX) signatures, the amixint needed to
waive the filing fee, so he will still be able to
afford a laptop for college.
Idealistically, the recall stipulations would
give civic-minded individuals the opportuni
ty to represent a previously neglected scx:tor of
the population. The noble, average jcx; (or
Josephine) wcxild swcxip in, befriend biparti
san colleagues, reform the budget and save
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the Golden state from its impending dex^m.
Realistically, the pxxx .schmuck will get eaten
alive.
As much as we complain aKxit veteran
politicians and their shady practices, the
unfortunate fact is that they are the people
who can get things done. A man with a s(Tt
.spot for ferrets simply won’t be able to handle
the fifth largest economy in the world. A
woman with an affinity for thongs will not
have much success decreasing the unemploy
ment rate. They don’t know the system.
What they do know is entertainment
value. Rather than vote for these* pe>litical
hopefuls, 1 propiise that we create a new real
ity T V series exploiting their campaign
efforts. There are several options:
1. Survivor; Sacramento — candidates
spend weeks defending themselves against
opposing political parties and jaded citizens
and then vote each other off by tribal council.
2. (California Idol — call in and vote for
your favorite political candidate each week.
Winner takes CCalifomia and signs a record
deal.
3. Who wants to Marry a Governor? 25
gorgei>us singles vie for the chance to become
the next First Lady or Gentleman of
California.
Georgy Russell could buy commercial
space for her thongs, and William Pratt could
land an endorsement for l\*ll that would pay
for his lapttip. Ferrets would surge in popularity.
And Californians could once again be dis
tracted from the i.ssues at hand.
Hillary Schuler-Jones is a Journalism and
Political Science senior and Summer
Mustang staff writer.
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from raising fees for professional stu
dents by 25 percent. The UC would
lose $12 million if the court grants
continued from page 1
injunctive relief, according to UC
spokesman Brad Hayward.
percent of the funds that operate the
The problem with canceling fee
scliool, Zingfj said.
increases is someone else would have
If the San Francisco Superior to assume the financial burden.
Court {grants the eif»ht students class
“If the C SU students won a lawsuit
certification, they would represent it would have to be funded by state
the rest of the U C students, who revenues,” Zingg said. “In an indirect
qualify as unnamed plaintiffs.
way the taxpayers would have to pay;
“Hopefully the U C students are there is no other source of revenue.”
motivated by concern for the ability
Zingg and Patti said fees will not be
of schools to have academic success,” lowered unless the California econo
Zingg said. “If they’re looking to my is healed or more private donors
make a statement and create concern, make contributions.
this is certainly a good way of doing
“There is no plan to lower student
it.”
fees as long as the budget problems
If the Aug. 13 injunction prevails, continue. This entire situation is dri
the university would be prevented ven by the budget,” said Patti.

LAWSUIT

EPHEDRA
continued from page 1
plements.
“I believe that these prcxJucts are safe and
effective when used as directed,” owner of MG
Sports Supplements Matt Gaines said. “It’s
when somebtxJy says, ‘well if two did a gtxxl
job, why not try six,’ that you run into prob
lems.”
Gaines said he has never had a customer
complain about adverse health effects in the
four years that he has owned the store. He said
his salespeople are required to ask customers
aK)ut their previous experience with the sup
plements as well as their health history before
selling them the prixJucts.
Gaines said the scare following the death of
E3echler has not led to a decline in his sales.
“(Steve Bechler) was significantly over
weight, he had not had any fluid intake, and
he was exercising in w-eather 25 degrees hotter
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continued from page 1
her lawsuit. Adams and Welborn
were also infected with E. coli
while eating on campus.
The California Department of
Health Services traced the tainted
sprouts back through Campus
Dining and All About Produce, a
local produce distributor, to Fuji
Natural Foods of Ontario, Calif.
According to a report filed by
the C D H S, the outbreak infected
Lee and four others between July
24 and August 2, 2002. The report
stated inadequate decontam ina
tion of alfalfa sprout- seeds could
have contributed to the outbreak.

than he was used to. Ephedra may have played
a part because he was taking 150 percent t)f
the maximum dosage. If he would have read
the label, his face could have been the warn
ing label,” he said.
Nancy Sullivan, a nutritionists and dieti
cian in San Luis Obispo, said although she
feels that all medicatioiis have a place, it
would be nice if such supplements were tested
for safety before being sold.
“1 think of these things like a l^m lxi feath
er,” she said. “A lot of people feel that they are
magical when they are not. They need to take
lifestyle management into account first.”
Sullivan advises people chixising to use the
herb ephedra for weight loss purposes should
do so under the supervision t)f a physician, so
that they make sure they are using it properly.
Although
the
Fotxl
and
Drug
Administration has linked ephedra to more
than 120 deaths in the last decade, they have
not yet decided whether or not they will dis
continue the sale of ephedra-based prtxlucts
entirely, according to adage.com.

An inspection of Fuji Natural threat to campus diners because
Fot)ds found the concentration of Cal Poly no longer serves alfalfa
hypochlorite solution far below sprouts, Haddad said.
the recommended minimum. This
“The public can better under
chemical is added to disinfect the stand that sprouts are sometimes
alfalfa sprout seeds, which are dangerous,” Haddad said.
referred to as “dirty, filthy sprouts
Rut alfalfa sprouts are merely a
in the environmental health field
minority among the carriers of the
because they are famous for carry
E. coli bacteria. M ajor players
ing bacteria,” David Ragsdale, Cal
include ground beef, unpasteurized
Poly environm ental, health and
apple and orange juice, unpasteur
safety manager said in a Aug. 15,
ized milk and water, according to a
2002, Summer Mustang article.
food safety Web site.
Poor com m unication at the
W hen the E. coli outbreak was
farm likely contributed to the E.
co li outbreak. Food and Drug linked to Cal Poly the initial sus
Immediately,
Administration rules were broken pect was beef.
Campus
Dining
removed
500
because “management and workers
did not share a common language,” pounds of beef as a precautionary
measure, according to the Aug. 15,
according to the C D H S report.
Alfalfa sprouts are no longer a 2002 Summer Mustang article.

MARTIN
continued from page 1
set-up of such events as commencement. Open
House and special events for campus clubs.
“He really enjoyed Poly Royal or open
house,” Robert Morris, equipment repairman,
said. “The director gave him that to set up.
Everything would be up for two or three days,
then poof! It’s all back to pristine.”
Besides being a well-known figure by taculty
and staff around campus, Martin was also noted
for his interest in astrology and star-mapping.
“He was an astrology buff and was very tal
ented,” Hunter said. “He made star charts for
people all over the country. Astrology and pho
tography — those were his obsessions.”
Marsha Epstein, an information technology
services staff member, was a personal friend of
Martin. She and Martin often kept each other
updated on the latest astrological happenings.

Hungry?
GET THE DOOR. IT'S DOMINO'S.

“We met in Cabo San Lucas,” Epstein .said.
“We were both there to watch the total eclipse.
The only reason 1 got to go was because his
daughter was sick, so there just happened to be
space for me. We found out we both worked at
Cal Poly and we’ve been friends since then. He
would always send me maps and let me know
when the next eclipse was happening. He was
just such a kind man: decent, caring and kind.”
Epstein said Martin was looking forward to
retirement so that he could move closer to his
daughter.
Morris, who worked with Martin for more
than 20 years, said Martin often did not wear a
seat belt.
“I always told him to wear his seat belt, but
he never wanted to," Morris said. “He would
always say ‘Oh, we’re just going a couple of
buildings away.’ John thought he could outlive
everything.”
An on-campus memorial service for Martin
is set for 2 p.m. Sunday at the Cayucos Veterans
Hall.
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One Giant leap for Correia
►Former Poly pitcher
makes majors debut a
year after being drafted
By Samantha Weeks
SUMMER MUSTANG STAFF WRITER

Former Cal Poly student and
Mustangs’ pitcher Kevin Correia is
living his fantasy.
Correia made his major league
dehut for the San Francisco Giants
on July 10. He was the 127th selec
tion in the 2002 First Year Player
Draft for the San Francisco Giants
on June 4, 2002.

'‘Everything has been
happening so fast. Vve
been so surprised.”
Kevin Correia

Former Mustangs pitcher
Correia was called up to the
Giants for a second time on July 25,
hut quickly sent back to the Triple
A Fresno Grizzlies on Aug. 1. He
originally played seven games for
the team in his first stint on July 10
before being sent hack down to
Fresno.

“He recently pitched a game
where he gave up one run on two
hltx)p singles, and as a beginner on a
proteam he didn’t get ripped toti
hard,” said Cal Poly senior pitcher
Tyler Fitch.
TTiings have rapidly been chang
ing for the former Cal Poly ace
pitcher as he settles into the lifestyle
of a professional baseball player.
“Everything has been happening
so fast.” Correia said. “I’ve been so
surprised. 1 started off in AA, was in
AAA for a day, and then in the
majors.”
Since everything has been hap
pening so quickly he has had no
time to really he nervous when
pitching for the Giants. He just has
to he ready for anything, he said.
“It’s been great to see a guy you
grew up with doing so well,” Fitch
said. “It has been esp>ecially weird
because at one time he was my
rtximmate and now I’m sitting and
watching him on TV.”
Correia said it has been incredi
ble to meet stime professional hall
players that he has watched on TV
fi>r most his life.
“W hen 1 met Barry Btmds and all
the other players, they all made me
feel really comfortable,” Correia
said. “It was great to meet Btmds, a
player with such ability and talent
and who is really hard to get out.”
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Kevin Correia gave up one run and two hits in his major-league
debut for the San Francisco Giants. He also had one strikeout.

Correia said that the majors are a
lot different because everything is
so catered toward the player,
whereas in AA he had to bust him
self everywhere.
“1 throw a lot more innings and
have to keep in better shape than 1
did playing for college baseball,”
Correia said.
Kevin got his first taste of the
big leagues playing against the
Colorado Rockies in Coors Field.
He pitched 1 1/3 innings of relief
in front of an audience of 30,954
fans.
Being sent back down to the
Grizzlies after seven games with
the Giants did not discourage him,
he said.
He also said being a professional
baseball player comes with some
risky territory.
“Anything can move me up or
down, from injuries to my
improvement and skill,” Correia
said.
When Correia was dropped back
down to ,AAA, he said he planned
to continue working hard in hopes
to be recalled in September when
the minor leagues are done for the
season.
Correia is the eighth Cal Poly
player to make it to the big leagues
since Ozzie Sm ith and Lee
Hancock.

Resevoir Canyon soaking in natural beauty
By Genevieve Fussell

along the trail, the meltxJic chirp of
birds and other wildlife rustling in the
■ '‘A J
bushes testified to the glory inherent
in our natural sumxindings.
Cruising north on Highway 101,
The second half of the trail ascends
t *>
ÌIit’s easy to miss. But if you know what
I? ■*'1
the north face of a mountain, leaving
you’re kxiking for, you’re in for a
the cool breeze of the forest behind.
treat— Reservoir Canyon Natural
Although the heat of the aftemexin
Reserve.
summer was intense without the
A few miles northeast of San Luis
shade, the view was simply spectacu
Obispti, Reservoir Canyon is open
lar. Gold-flecked hills rose aKive the
year round from sunrise to sunset. It
trail practically dwarfing the valley
boasts a 2 1/2-mile trail that winds
below. Hawks t<xik advantage of the
past cascading waterfalls, over quaint
breeze, s<iaring above me in dizzying
bridges, and under the shade of mas
circles and kxips.
sive trees. While the majority of the
Once 1 reached the high point, 1
trail is fairly level, it gives way to a
took off my backpack and tcxik in the
moderately strenuous climb toward
panorama. From the southern end of
the end. However the effort is well
Ltis Ostis Valley and the Irish Hills to
worth it, as the view from the top is
the peaks rising between San Luis
hard to beat.
This past Sunday, 1 decided to Obisp<i and Morro Bay, the scene was
spend the aftermxm with my pal delightful. After 1 spent a few minutes
Mother Nature and explore the taking in the view, 1 began the
BRIAN KENT/SUMMER MUSTANG
expanse of Reservoir Canyon. 1 laced descent, a perfect a x il down for an
already
perfect
hike.
up my hiking Ixxits, packed plenty of
While the trail is well maintained Waterfalls and a babbling creek highlight the first half of the 2 1/2-mile trail at Resevoir Canyon
water, as all smart hikers should, and
by the San Luis Obispo Ranger Natural Reserve. The end features panoramic views of Los Osos Valley and the Irish Hills.
embarked on the journey.
Although the water holding systems the surrounding land as possible, accordThe first mile of the trail meanders Service and the Natural Resources re.servoir built by a private water comalongside a babbling creek, covered by Program, much of the surrounding pany in the late 1800s. E3ecause the in Reservoir Canyon were abandoned, ing to a pamphlet created by the city,
To get there, turn east off Highway
a mature native forest of oak, bay, and land is private property. Although stream is perennial, the reservoir pro- many remnants of which can still be
sycamore trees. The dense blanket of signs designate the trail, 1 accidental vided the city with water year-round seen, the city designated the property as 101 then drive roughly half a mile up
Reservoir Canyon Road and park. Upon
trees casts a axil shadow tin the forest ly wandered off the' trail a few times. until the 1950s when the city gained open space.
"Fhe city recently purchased 284 acres entering the gated entrance, breathe in
fltxir, where water trickles over serpen So, pay attention to the private prop access to the larger and more reliable
Salinas
Reservoir
near
Santa
canyon to add to the original 200 and enjoy the many splendors of
tine rtKk formations and accumulates erty signs, as some are inconspicuous.
acres, and plans to preserve as much of Mother Nature.
in small ptxils. As 1 made my way
The reserve was once home to a Margarita.
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